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ptHnMlng task. WhMemr money you we 
* * *  to allot in the remaining two years of 
Am fourth plah and in tbe fifth plan for the 
backward regions, you should separately allot 
*o much money for each backward district 
and that district development authority will 
be authorised to utilise that money.

Of coune, the Planning Commission have 
taken certain steps for removal of regional 
imbalances. They have appointed committee* 
and the reports of the committee* arc there. 
You should de-license the backward regions in 
respect of industries so that they can be star
ted in the backward areas. Then, it is said 
there is black money to the extent of Rs* 
3000 or 4000 crores. Give them five years* 
time to go to the backward area* and invest 
their black money there for turning it into 
white money and in the process develop the 
223 backward districts. My suggestion may 
not appear radical to some, but I think this 
can be considered.

MR. CHAIRMAN; Before taking up the 
HaJf-an-Hour dncusston I want to make one 
point very dear. The fixation of more time 
for this motion will go to the Business Advisory 
Committee. So far as the day for further 
discussion of this motion is concerned, that 
will be dec idcd by the Government.

1736 tuns,

HALF-AN-HOUR DISCUSSION 
Normalisation of Relations with China

SHRI SAMAR GUHA (Contai) : Mr* 
Chairman, just a few days before, in reply to 
one of my questions* Shri Surcndm jPal Singh 
replied that our Ambassador in Warsaw had 
a courtesy meeting with his Chinese counter 
part there. I would have been happy if it had 
been described a* **a courteous meeting of 
exchange of good will between Indian and 
Chinese Ambaasadors".

It is good news that our charge d* affairs In 
Peking, Shri Brtjesh Mishra, had a good chat 
with the Chinese officials in Peking on the 
15th August celebrations In our minion there* 
|t  cam* over flie radio and I say it Is * good 
sign. Though It wjll be disappointing to it* 
thsrtCbto* 1ms biockcd the entry of Sang)**

bto UNQ, f think m  need not he too 
much dMgtgtafated because we h*ve given the 

fa Shri Hhuttoo to alaV the 
diplomatic game m  v? wbto hdfpof 
China* For instance, If we hftd agreed fo

the recognition of Bangladesh perhaps Shri 
Bhutto Mould not have got an opportunity to 
play Gbina on Bangladesh.

I want to caution the Government that 
some kind of a new pattern of new politics is 
developing. At least, Shri Bhutto is trying to 
develop a new politics of Pindi-Fcking*Tehran 
axis* And I believe Government know the 
Shah of Iran has shown a certain gesture to 
Peking. I think our Foreign Ministry ha* 
taken note of that.

Recently, a very radical political step ha* 
been taken by the Big Powers. The border line 
of the international politics of alignment and 
non-alignment is almost missing. I think a 
completely new pattern is developing in in
ternational deplomatic relations after the 
meeting of Mr. Nixon with Mr. Mao Tse 
Tung and Mr. Brezhnev.

The Hon. Minister should also take note of 
the fact that there is radical change in the 
inside politics of China. After the Cultural 
Revolution of China we noticed a certain 
tendency. That tendency is gradually change 
ing to a new pattern of diplomacy. China is 
trying to normalise its relations with other 
powers from whom it tried to withdraw. 
Another significant factor is that some kind 
of metamorphosis is going on inside China. 
The tussle between the civil wing and the 
military wing of the Communist Party Is 
coming to an end, With the liquidation of 
Lia Piao, the civil wing is more or less in 
control to decide the fate of China* That is 
a very significant event in regard to Chinese 
politics and Chinese point of view on inter
national relations. We already notice certain 
changes, at least in their attitude towards 
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos and her ap
proach to Japan.

I should also like to draw your attention 
to the fact that China's attitude towards India 
is also changing. In 1967, 1968 and in 1969 
perhaps, we remember almost every day, China 
wa* encouraging NaxaJites over Peking Radio 
and Chifest was thinking—*oa*e news appeared 
in their official paper—that Indian States ware 

to disintegrate* They were giving all 
of inspiration to Naxalites to go ahead. 

But they have now changed their attitude. 
Not oaty (hoy have tapped that, not only 
they we not supporting Naxalites, but certain 
radical changes have taken place in the Sub
continent..*

AN itON. MEMBER i What atw uttb*
WwSmmm #
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SHRI SAMAH GUHA: What I was 
gouig to say is that we certainly find China 
has noticed that Naxalite problem has com
pletely changed there is no hope for the 
NaxaUtes, and the China’s attitude towards 
Naxalrtcs and the forces of disintegration has 
alao changed. China has noticed that all 
their help to Naga*, and Mizos has also 
failed ; that the batches of Nagas and Mizos 
they had trained have been caught by 
India. Then, China has noticed that with the 
annihilation of Pakistani rule over Bangladesh* 
there is a radical change in regard to the 
possibility of poking their nose in the Indian 
sub-continent. Apart from that, wc have 
noticed a certain low-key attitude of China 
during the conflict between India and Pakistan 
in relation to Bangladesh.

I mention all this because China wanted 
to have a certain point or political base to 
enter into the politics of Indian sub-continent. 
The things have changed. China is now being 
obliged to make a thorough change, if I may 
not use the word “thorough” change but a 
certain change is already indicated in the 
attitude of China towards India.

I want to quote Han Suyin's interview, in 
November 1971, from a Chinese papers m 
which she has made a very significant state
ment after meeting one of the close associates 
of Chou En-lai. It says ;

“China desires India to be strong 
and at peace. . ”

“The ofhcial insistently remarked the 
sub-continent should be kept clear of big 
power influence and the aim of “im
perialist powers" to shower mistrust and 
provoke clashes between India ^  
China.., .

MR* CHAIRMAN: This is Unstarred 
Question No. 634 on which you have raised a 
half-an-hour discussion. The Question was 
put by Shri S. M. Banerjee and Shri R. S. 
Pandcy. The Minister’s reply is, “India is 
Still awaiting China** response to her earlier 
move in this regard."

Now, you are giving your own impres
sions as to what is China doing.

8HW tNDRAJIT GUPTA (Alipore) s 
Tbit i» a very profound juutlytii that be i» 
quoting,

mm SAMAR GUHA : I know that 
there it a group of politicians in India. 
Whenever tfĉ re is stay alignment or gowt

gesture to other than one axis* th»t create* 
trouble with them. We understand their 
politics. I understand Mir. Indrajit Gupta 
also quite well. And further, the Report
says :

“He hope* that ‘India will see her 
way clear of the control of her own 
destiny.,.*'

“China desires that India should 
remain united and independent. It is not 
in the interest of any one except im
perialism, open or disguised, that India 
should break up.*'

This is a statement which is very important. I 
mention this because there are certain indica
tions of cliange in China's attitude towards 
India.

There is another point about the axis of 
rivalry. That Cliina has also radically 
changed. That was mainly with India. After 
1962, the axis has changcd. This axis is no 
longer there. This is not the axis of rivalry 
between Delhi-Peking but now it is between 
Peking-Moscow. Wc should realise its signi
ficance. It is good and I appreciate the 
Government that they are not over-playing the 
Indo-Soviet Peace Treaty. Rather, our 
Government is emphasising the politics of 
non-alignment and the politics of self-reliance. 
This is absolutely necessary. It is absolutely 
necessary for our future relations with China. 
If you really want to develop a base of peace 
in the sub-continent, it is essential that we 
disentangle ourselves from all international 
bloc alignments. It is essential that we try to 
develop good neighbourly relations with China. 
In fact China is now afraid of a weaker India. 
But China will appreciate a stronger India. 
A weaker India may play the role of a second 
fiddle to some big power. About the new axis, 
the new axis of rivalry between Peking and 
Moscow may affect India to go on the side 
against China Therefore, China will prefer a 
stronger India and not a weaker India. The 
political situation has changed.

Now it is the time that India should try 
to take initiative in normalising relations with 
China. Ours is not the position ot 1962. After 
1965 and 1971, the inage of India in the 
international WrH and also at home has 
undergone a change. Therefore we can talk 
with China tom  the {Joint of strength and 
from the poiitf of s ^  confidence aftd not with 
any sense of inferiority complex*

* m m w  Am * M tm m *
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Hue of control in Kashmir. This can be an 
indirect communication to China to settle our 
border dispute with her*

I conclude by laying that, for the future, 
lor ensuring a real, socialist base, for socio* 
economic development of India, it it absolutely 
essential that the Indian sub-continent should 
be made a base of peace* That peace is 
possible if we can normalise our relation* with 
China and develop good neighbourly relations 
with them* That is why I have raised this 
discussion.

SHRI P. NARASIMHA REDDY (Chit- 
foor) : I would Hike to know from the Minis
ter of External Affairs whether any efforts or 
any moves have been initiated by third 
countries to bring about a better relationship 
or a thaw in the relationship between India 
and China. We have reports that Mrs. 
Bandaranaike, Prime Minister of Ceylon, 
during her visit, was instrumental to bringing 
about a message or some sort of a move with 
a view to breaking the immobility or the 
deadlock in the relations between India and 
China on account of the border dispute* I 
want to know whether there is any such 
move or any efforts have been made at the 
initiative of this country and tf so, what are 
the efforts that we are making to normalise 
our relationship with China, to resume our 
diplomatic relations with China.

SHRI DASARATHA DEB (Tripura 
East) : We had hostilities with China owing 
to border dispute. But now, for the last ten 
yean, there has been a lull in the bolder. It 
appear* that the Government of the Peoples 
Republic of China have already indicated 
their eagerness to normalise relations with 
India* In view of this changed situation, I 
do not see any reason why it should not be 
possible for India and China to normalise 
their relations* I also want to know what 
specific steps are being taken by the Govern
ment of India to establish full diplomatic 
relations with China and also trade relations* 
My another point is this. Every one of us 
knows that imperialist America is the number 
one enemy ©f the socialist China* tf President 
Nixon could go to Peking to talk to the 
leaders of China to improve their relationship, 
what stands in the way of the Government of 
India to take the initiative to normalise the 
relations with China ?

PJfoOf * NARAIN CHAW PARA$HAR 
(Hamiipur) ? As a part of the process of new* 
ntalMbn of relation* with a^owrQovem ,

jaent ha$ been sending some feelers and one 
of them, I believe* is an invitation conveyed 
to the Chinese Government to take part in 
the Third International Asian Trade Fair to 
be held in Delhi* May 1 know China's res* 
ponse to this?
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THE MINISTER. OF EXTERNAL AFF
AIRS (SHRI SWARAN SINGH); I kave listen- 
ed with a great deal of iotereat to die eitpret- 
«ion of different points of view and different 
emphasis that has been laid on this question.

Shri Samar Guha appears to have talked 
with a great deal of tosight into the intentions 
of the People’s Republic of China. I am not 
sure whether China has changed or not, but, 
there is definitely a change in Mr. Samar 
Guh*. It is a welcome change, whatever may 
be the background and the reasons for this 
change.

We should continuously go on assessing 
the situation. There is no fixed position and 
if the international situation changes, then 
we should also be prepared to our attitudes 
and our approach to the changing situation. 
That is the essence of any foreign policy and 
we should take note of the changes and take 
appropriate stops in order to keep pace with 
these changes.

So far as the broad policy of die Govern
ment of India is concerned, we have always 
been of the view that the people of India and 
the people of China are great people and they 
are neighbours—geography h<is placed them 
together—and whatever may be the differences 
or disputes between the two countries, I can
not tee any escape from the ultimate emergence 
of a situation where the people of India and 
the people of China would live in peace and 
as good neighbours.

In the meantime, we have always been of 
the view that relations between India and 
China should improve. There is no doubt 
that relations between the two countries deteri
orated very much ; there was an armed con* 
flict between the two countries. After that 
also, the general attitude of China hat not 
been one of expressing any friendly feeling or 
{Headship towards India. In fact, we have 
noticed, at Mr. Samar Guha mentioned, their 
support to certain disruptive elements in India. 
There is also their genera! propaganda line 
of trying to project a picture of India as a 
disintegrating India, highlighting our troubles 
either on the labour front or on the front of 
industrial production or food production; 
this, unfortunately, has been the attitude of 
Oblnpk At one time Mr. Samar Guha used 
toiufiimarite all ffaoe things in an admirable 
taamfer m d he used to urge us to tab* * ipc*e 
utfM tt attitude towatds China. We had, 

feat temptation and always

took an attitude which we thought was in 
our beat iotenxM. <

SHRI SAMAR GUHA s If I *to a realist, 
am I wrong? If I  find changes, I afcoehange.

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : When the 
praise comet, take it in good tpirH. Don't fed 
rattled when you arc praised. While keeping 
our objective to do everything possible to 
improve relations, our main effort has been 
not to do anything which unnecessarily «xacei> 
bates relations between India and China. But, 
at the tame time, we have to take a realistic 
view of the situation as it is today.

I have made several public statements. 
I have made statements on the floor of the 
House expressing our desire, our wfllingnett* 
our readiness, to improve relations with China. 
Unfortunately, unless Mr. Samar Guha hat 
some inside information, we have not received 
a good response* Our attitude still continues 
to be to do everything to improve relations, 
to remove misunderstanding. But, the latest 
propaganda blast which China has undertaken 
in several respects is not a very good develop
ment and I do not see any noticeable change 
in their attitude towards India and their atti
tude of highlighting our difficulties, and their 
trying to paint a picture which shows India 
in unfavourable stance still continues.

SHRI S. M BANERJEE (Kanpur) : What 
is your opinion about their vetoing Bangladesh’s 
admission in the United Nations ?

SHRI SWARAN SINGH: On the question 
of Bangladesh, the entire Houie knows the 
attitude of the Chinese representatives. We 
know what their attitude was when the situa
tion in Bangladesh was developing and alio 
when the Pakistani attack came on us And 
also* their attitude in the U. N. O. These are 
all facts, known to every one. Surely* even 
if you give a most charitable interpretation, 
you cannot say that they were unbiassed in 
this respect. Their attitude was tilted in favour 
of Pakistan, and, unfortunately, in favour of 
a military regime, Yahya Khan regime, which 
had unleashed that tenor and violence again* 
the people of Bangladesh.

Even today, our neighbour Ban^a Dcih 
it reoognited by fou* om of the five perm*- 
pent members of the Security Council Qm  
80 metnben of the United Nations have af*e*» 
dy recogmscd Baa^a Desh, which meant that 
the majority aif the membership of the United 
Natkw hat recognfetd Bang*a0«h. But still
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tbe Qbmeae attitude In tbe United Nations 
appears to be to block the entry of Bang* 
IM . It Is all the more, I should say, tragic 
that a country like the People*! Republic of 
C&ina, whose own entry to the United Natiofta 
had been blocked by others is now adopting 
an attitude against the majority view of the 
UN members and threatening to exercise the 
exceptional right which permanent members 
of the Security Council haw, to veto her 
entry into the United Nation*. The power of 
veto is a power which is very sparingly exer
cised when issues of peace and war are invol
ved. To keep a country of 75 million out and 
to threaten the use of veto is certainly not a 
very encouraging feature; which holds out 
great possibilities of normalisation of relations; 
in the attitude of China in relation to the 
countries of the Indian sub-continent.

I am not quite sure whether President 
Bhutto is making their attitude more strong 
or whether it is the Chinese attitude which 
perhaps is encouraging Mr, Bhutto again to 
adopt an attitude which, according to our 
assessment does not appear to be in the best 
interests even of Pakistan or of President 
Bhutto. But this is a fact which we cannot 
ignore and we cannot explain it away and we 
cannot wish it away by any argument. What
ever may be various axes, whether it is friend
ly between Peking and other countries or an 
unfriendly attitude between Peking and third 
countries, we should carefully assess our own 
position and our own attitude. We were hop
ing that relations with China would improve, 
and to be quite frank, I had a feeling that 
they were moving though very slowly towards 
improvement, before the situation in Bangla 
Deth developed. We should take a realistic 
view, with the Chinese attitude in relation to 
the events in Bangla Desh, in relation to the 
movement of about ten million refugees from 
Bangla Desh into India, in relation to the 
Pakistani attack on us, in relation to their 
general assessment of what was happening in 
this sub-continent where human rights of 
millions of people were actually trampled 
under the military pressure and military atro
cities ; the Chinese attitude was not such as 
Could by any imagination be regarded as 
Impartial. In feet, it was heavily weighted 
fa favour of the military regime which was 
ctt*hing the urges of the people of Bangla 
Desh for their own tatopcQdetM* and for the 
ptaKrwtionof their human rights,

Tbfc juttfoade -amin oaased * to
the slow process of imnrovement that untat

taking shape before the extols of Baagia D«sh 
took the shape which they did.

I am not yet clear as to whether there 
has been a clear reversal or a change or even 
a softening of the attitude in this respect. 
Whereas our ultimate objective is clear, still 
we cannot improve the relations unless there 
is a response from the other side. As they 
say, you cannot achieve such a thing by 
unilaterally pressing your viewpoint, After 
all, there have to be two to strengthen friend
ship as also there are to be two if there is 
going to be trouble. Notwithstanding our 
willingness to improve relations, at the present 
moment, I do not see any dear response from 
the Chinese side.

What should we do in this situation ? We 
should not do anything which unnecessarily 
exacerbates relations. At the same time, we can
not continue to go on repeating this thing with* 
out a proper response. So we must as a mature 
nation watch the situation and should care* 
full see as to how things are emerging. We 
have to safeguard our interests ; we have to 
safeguard the basic interests of peace in this 
sub-continent, of our relations with Bangla 
Desh and with Pakistan in this neighbourhood, 
and it is only in the light of this that we can 
take further steps to normalise relations.

With your permission, I would like to 
answer very briefly the three questions put. 
To the first by Shri Reddy, my reply is that 
there has been no effort made by any third 
country to take any initiative for bringing 
about improvement of relations between 
India and China. Our approach in this 
respect has always been that whenever the 
relations between these two great countries, 
India and China, being neighbours, being 
large countries, improve, they will improve 
only by bilateral effort and any friendly 
association or friendly move by a third country 
is not likely to yield any useful result.

The question of sending an ambassador 
or raising the diplomatic representation to 
ambassadorial level is only a question of 
raising the level of representation. We have 
got a resident mission in Peking and Chinese 
got a resident mission in Delhi. Either country 
on any occasion can notify the other that it 
has decided to upgrade the level of represen
tation. No wide or important principle ip 
iuwhred in this. If we find that by qpgnalfag



purpose, we will not M a te  to do so. A il 
«dd, there is no question of any wide principle 
involved one way or the other In this respect.

X have already answered one question 
Miked by Shri Deb. The other is about trade 
rotations. We are prepared to have economic 
( M m  with China. If they are prepared 
to buy anything, we are prepared to tell it to 
them. If  we require something from China, 
we are prepared to purchase from them. 
Rqlfttea) ditifereaces need not come an the way 
of economic relations.

Another question asked was about our 
invitation to them for their participation m 
the Trade Fair. We did extend an invitation 
to them, that they should participate in the 
Trade Fair being organised. We have not so 
far got any response from them.

I am glad the CPI (M) member has 
quoted the example of President Nixon’s 
flight to Peking. As you know, we have 
always welcomed the relaxation of tension in

any fwtt of the world, between any two 
adversaries. We have also to reeaamber that 
behind Prerideot Nixon's flight wasakmg 
period of informal contacts and most of the
im iW itafntHy j  (0 ffflf
had been adfafcverf even before M d n t  
Nixon went to Peking, as a result of several 
contacts, about which the whole mmU now 
knows, that were established at a fairly high 
level between China and the USA.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : America 
followed it up after sending aping pong 
team to China. We did not follow that 
way.

Then, I think the Jail Sangh Member's 
question does not call for any reply because 
he did not pat any question as such to me.

IMS krs.
The Lok Sabha then eufyourtutd HU Eistm tf 

th* ClockonTkursday, Avgust 17, !972tSr<um* 
26,1894(Sak*).


